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ABSTRACT
Fore, Neil Koberlein. M.S., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State
University, 2010. A Contrast Pattern based Clustering Algorithm for Categorical Data.

The data clustering problem has received much attention in the data mining, machine
learning, and pattern recognition communities over a long period of time. Many previous
approaches to solving this problem require the use of a distance function. However, since
clustering is highly explorative and is usually performed on data which are rather new, it is
debatable whether users can provide good distance functions for the data.
This thesis proposes a Contrast Pattern based Clustering (CPC) algorithm to construct
clusters without a distance function, by focusing on the quality and diversity/richness of contrast
patterns that contrast the clusters in a clustering. Specifically, CPC attempts to maximize the
Contrast Pattern based Clustering Quality (CPCQ) index, which can recognize that expertdetermined classes are the best clusters for many datasets in the UCI Repository. Experiments
using UCI datasets show that CPCQ scores are higher for clusterings produced by CPC than those
by other, well-known clustering algorithms. Furthermore, CPC is able to recover expert
clusterings from these datasets with higher accuracy than those algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
Clustering is an important unsupervised learning problem with relevance in many
applications, especially explorative data analysis, in which prior domain knowledge may be
scarce. Traditional approaches to clustering often make use of a distance function to define the
similarity between data points and guide the clustering process. Good distance functions are
crucial to clustering quality, but they are domain-specific and can require more knowledge than
is available to users.
This thesis proposes a novel Contrast Pattern based Clustering (CPC) algorithm for
discovering high-quality clusters from categorical data without relying on prior knowledge of the
dataset. Since clustering is highly explorative, such an algorithm may often be preferred over
one requiring a user-provided distance function. Ideally, this algorithm should be scalable and
able to produce clusters that correspond closely to the classes provided by domain experts for
datasets having expert-provided classes. To accomplish this, CPC only relies on the frequent
patterns of the given dataset. Specifically, it is designed to maximize the Contrast Pattern based
Clustering Quality (CPCQ) score. The CPCQ index has been demonstrated to recognize expert
clusterings as superior to those created by well-known algorithms [1].
While the CPCQ index scores whole clusters based on the contrast patterns of those
clusters, CPC constructs clusters bottom-up on the basis of frequent patterns only and hence
does not have access to the whole clusters (and their associated contrast patterns) during the
cluster-construction process. Therefore, the challenge here is to establish a relationship
between individual patterns and use it to guide the clustering process. This is done using a
1

formula termed Mutual Pattern Density (MPD). The key idea of MPD is that disjoint tuple sets
(associated with different patterns) are likely to belong to the same cluster if they share a
relatively large number of patterns (i.e. many patterns that match many tuples in one of the
tuple sets also match many tuples in the other tuple set). MPD allows us to construct clusters
whose contrast patterns have high quality individually and are abundant and diversified.

2

2. PRELIMINARIES
This chapter introduces terms and concepts necessary to understand CPC. We begin
with the fundamentals of datasets and patterns. Then, we introduce terms specific to CPC and
briefly explain equivalence classes. Finally, we summarize the CPCQ scoring index.
2.1

CLUSTERING, DATASETS, TUPLES, AND ITEMS
Clustering is the grouping of data into classes or clusters, so that objects within a cluster

have high similarity in comparison to one another but are very dissimilar to objects in other
clusters. In this thesis, the set of data to be clustered, called the dataset, is assumed to be in
tabular form, with each row representing a data point or object and each column representing
some characteristic of each object. A dataset in this form is also known as a relation. In a
relation, each row (object) is called a tuple, and each column (characteristic) is called an
attribute. When attribute values are categorical, they are often called items. A set of items
(such as from a single tuple) is called an itemset, and a set of tuples is called a tuple set.
2.2

FREQUENT ITEMSETS
In this thesis, the term pattern is a synonym of frequent itemset – an itemset occurring

in multiple tuples of a dataset. When a pattern's items are a subset of a tuple's itemset, we say
that the tuple matches the pattern. When all of a pattern's matching tuples form a subset of a
certain tuple set, we say the tuple set contains the pattern.
The support of a pattern is the frequency with which it occurs in the dataset with
respect to the total number of tuples in the dataset; this can be expressed as a percentage or a
fraction. Similarly, the support count of a pattern is the total number of tuples matching that
3

pattern. Patterns with lower support are usually considered less interesting, so a minimum
support threshold is used to define the support below which patterns are discarded as
uninteresting. Finally, it is possible that, given a pattern P1 with support supp(P1), a superitemset (i.e. a superset of items) P2 of P1 may exist such that supp(P2) = supp(P1); this implies
that P1 and P2 are patterns matching the same tuple set. A pattern having no such superitemset is called a closed pattern.
The process of discovering the patterns present in a dataset is called frequent pattern
mining. Because CPC constructs clusters on the basis of patterns, it must be implemented in
conjunction with a frequent pattern miner. Our implementation of CPC uses an implementation
of the FP-Growth algorithm [2], although other algorithms could be used.
2.3

TERMS FOR CPC
We write mat(P) to denote the matching tuple set of a pattern P. Given tuple sets TS1

and TS2, a mutual pattern is a pattern P whose tuple set mat(P) intersects both TS1 and TS2 but is
equal to neither. Throughout this thesis, we often use X to denote a mutual pattern while using
P to denote any pattern. Moreover, we use PS to denote a pattern set, C a cluster, CS a
clustering (cluster set), T a tuple, TS a tuple set, and D the entire dataset. Given a pattern P, |P|
denotes its item length, and Pmax denotes its closed pattern. When mat(P) intersects a tuple set
TS, we say that P overlaps TS.
2.4

EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
Each pattern P is associated with an equivalence class (EC) defined by the set of all

patterns {PEC | mat(PEC) = mat(P)}. Each EC can be concisely defined by a closed pattern and a
set of minimal generator (MG) patterns. In any EC, no MG pattern is a subset of another
pattern, and each pattern is a superset of at least one MG pattern and a subset of the closed
pattern. For efficiency, CPC does not consider each pattern in an EC. Instead, the term
4

"pattern" refers to an EC, and |P| for a pattern (EC) P refers to the average length of the MG
patterns in the EC.
2.5

F1 SCORE
A common measure of accuracy is F1 score, which we will use to compare CPC

clusterings to expert clusterings. The F1 score for a single cluster is defined as the harmonic
mean of its Precision and Recall. Given that a cluster is a set of assigned tuples, Precision and
Recall for "test" cluster CT (produced by CPC or another algorithm) and expert cluster CE are
defined as:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝐸 =
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝐸 =

𝐶𝑇 ∩ 𝐶𝐸
𝐶𝑇

𝐶𝑇 ∩ 𝐶𝐸
𝐶𝐸

The F1 score for CT with respect to CE is:
𝐹1 𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝐸 = 2 ∗

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝐸 ) ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝐸 )
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝐸 ) + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝐸 )

The overall F1 score, F1(CST, CSE), for a clustering CST with respect to an expert clustering CSE is
the weighted sum of the maximum F1 scores with respect to each expert cluster CE, weighted by
the support of CE:
𝐹1 𝐶𝑆𝑇 , 𝐶𝑆𝐸 =
𝐶𝐸 ∈ 𝐶𝑆𝐸

𝐶𝐸
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐶𝑇 ∈ 𝐶𝑆𝑇 𝐹1 𝐶𝑇 , 𝐶𝐸
𝐷

In this formula, |D| is the number of tuples in the dataset.
2.6

CPCQ
Another measure of clustering quality is the CPCQ index, which we use not only to

evaluate CPC, but also to guide its design. The CPCQ index is a clustering quality index for
categorical data, designed to recognize high-quality clusterings without the need for a distance
function. In CPCQ, a high-quality clustering is one having a high number of diversified contrast
5

patterns for each cluster. A contrast pattern (CP) is a pattern with significantly higher support in
one cluster than in any other, thus serving to characterize its "home" (target) cluster and
differentiate it among other clusters. Two CPs are considered diversified in terms of their items
and tuples; if two CPs share few items/tuples, then item/tuple overlap is low, and item/tuple
diversity is high. To measure the abundance and diversity of CPs in each cluster, the CPCQ
algorithm builds a number of diversified CP groups for each cluster. Ideally, the average
pairwise tuple- and item-overlap among CPs should be low within each CP group, each CP group
should cover its entire cluster, and the average pairwise item overlap among CPs from different
CP groups should be low (although tuple overlap among CP groups of a cluster is inevitably
high). This ensures that each tuple of a cluster matches a number of diversified CPs.
Additionally, CPCQ measures the internal quality of a contrast pattern P by its length ratio
|Pmax|/|P|. This is because a shorter MG pattern acts as a greater discriminator while a longer
closed pattern indicates greater coherence within mat(P). In this thesis, we frequently make use
of the notions of diversity, CP groups, and length ratio.

6

3. RATIONALE AND DESIGN OF ALGORITHM
In this chapter, we describe the concepts, rationale, and algorithm for CPC. We begin by
introducing MPD and explaining its rationale as well as its use in clustering a simple synthetic
dataset. Then, we formally define MPD. Finally, we describe the CPC algorithm in detail.
3.1

MPD AND CPC CONCEPTS
As mentioned in the introduction, MPD establishes a relationship between individual

patterns. The MPD value for patterns P1 and P2, denoted MPD(P1,P2), is the sum of weights
assigned to the mutual patterns of mat(P1) and mat(P2). MPD(P1,P2) is high if a large portion of
the patterns overlapping (mat(P1) ∪ mat(P2)) are high-quality mutual patterns of mat(P1) and
mat(P2). CPC uses MPD both to find a set of weakly-related patterns as seed patterns to initially
define the clusters, and later to select and add patterns to their most relevant clusters.
Since the goal of CPC is to construct clusters that maximize the CPCQ score, each cluster
must have many diversified CPs. This is partly accomplished by constructing clusters on the
basis of patterns. That is, clusters are represented as pattern sets rather than tuple sets until
the final step. Then, the pattern sets are used to assign tuples to the clusters. This approach
ensures that many high-quality CPs exist in each cluster.
To ensure diversity, patterns are selected to create one high-quality CP group G1 for
each cluster C, denoted G1(C), while maximizing the potential for additional high-quality and
diversified CP groups. Diversity in G1(C) is guaranteed because only patterns with very small
tuple overlap with each G1(C) are candidates in this selection process. To maximize the
potential for additional diversified CP groups, patterns are added based on their MPD values
7

with each G1(C), denoted MPD(P,G1(C)). A high MPD(P,G1(C)) value indicates that mat(P) has
high overlap with many CPs of C. Therefore, P is a strong candidate if it has a high MPD(P,G1(C))
value for one cluster a low value for every other cluster. Since mat(G1(C)) typically covers the
majority of the cluster, this step ensures that many CPs exist for building additional CP groups.
The algorithm does not actually build these additional groups; experiments show that this
approach can efficiently ensure a high-CPCQ clustering.
3.2

MPD RATIONALE – MUTUAL PATTERNS IN CP GROUPS
One rationale for MPD is based on the need for coherence among diversified CPs inside

a CP group. Because diversity is high among CPs in a high-quality CP group, these CPs are not
directly connected to each other in terms of their tuple sets or itemsets. In fact, if the CPCQ
score is based on a single, high-quality group G1 per cluster, then reassigning the tuple set of any
pattern P1 of G1 to another cluster will not significantly affect the total CPCQ score (barring any
difference in item overlap, a measure of diversity).
This is not the case when the score is based on two or more groups per cluster, as
required by the diversity requirement of the CPCQ index. In any high-quality group G2 ≠ G1 of a
cluster, each pattern X of G2 sharing tuples with a pattern P1 of G1 often also shares tuples with
other patterns P2 of G1. That is, X is likely to be a mutual pattern of mat(P1) and mat(P2).
Therefore, reassigning mat(P1) to another cluster would remove X from the set of CPs, requiring
G2 of C to be rebuilt for a different CPCQ score. For this reason, we say that X connects P1 and P2
to C. This is illustrated in Figure 1. In the figure, each rectangle represents the items of a
pattern, and each tuple spans the width of the dataset.

8

Figure 1. Intra-group connection through a mutual pattern

3.3

MUTUAL PATTERN QUALITY
Since CPs are not known until the clusters are determined, all mutual patterns must be

considered when evaluating the strength of the connection between patterns (i.e. candidate
CPs) P1 and P2. A mutual pattern X is strong in connecting P1 and P2 if 1) it is a CP of the same
cluster, and 2) assigning P1 or P2 to a different cluster would remove X from the set of CPs.
Similarly, X is weak in connecting P1 and P2 if it is unlikely to be a CP, or if assigning P1 or P2 to a
different cluster would not prevent X from being a CP.
To reflect the above in MPD(P1,P2), a weight is assigned to each mutual pattern X
indicating the certainty of (1) and (2). For (1), the weight of X is higher if its support count
outside (mat(P1) ∪ mat(P2)) is low. For (2), the weight of X is higher if its overlaps with mat(P1)
and mat(P2) are both high. For example, if X shares many tuples with P1 but few with P2, then
assigning P1 and P2 to different clusters would not necessarily prevent X from being of a CP.
Examples of high-quality and low-quality mutual patterns are illustrated in Figure 2.

9

Figure 2. Mutual pattern quality

These concepts also apply to the mutual patterns connecting a pattern P and cluster C
represented by the pattern set G1(C), since mat(G1(C)) can be defined as the unioned matching
tuple sets of all patterns in G1(C). Finally, because X is a candidate CP, its weight also increases
with its item length ratio |Xmax|/|X|. Shorter MG CPs act as stronger discriminators while longer
closed patterns indicate greater coherence in mat(X).
3.4

PATTERN VOLUME
A high MPD(P1,P2) or MPD(P,G1(C)) value requires not only that the qualities of

individual mutual patterns are high, but also that these mutual patterns comprise a large
portion of all patterns overlapping (mat(P1) ∪ mat(P2)) or (mat(P) ∪ mat(G1(C))). A large portion
is preferred over just a high count so that the most exclusive connections are favored. For
example, if many patterns overlap mat(P), then many mutual patterns may exist between P and
each cluster since each overlapping pattern is potentially a mutual pattern, but that does not
imply that P is a strong candidate for each cluster when adding patterns to G1. Therefore, MPD
values are normalized by the pattern volume (PV) of each argument's matching tuple set.

10

The PV of a tuple set TS is the weighted sum of its overlapping patterns. Each pattern is
weighted by its item length ratio squared and its support count with respect to TS:
𝑃𝑉 𝑇𝑆 =

𝑇𝑆 ∩ 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃 ∗
𝑃

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃

2

𝑚𝑎𝑡(𝑃) ≠ 𝑇𝑆

PV will be used to normalize MPD values in the following way: Given patterns P1, P2, and P3, if
PV(mat(P2)) = y * PV(mat(P1)), then mutual patterns of mat(P1) and mat(P3) are given y times as
much weight as those of mat(P2) and mat(P3) when evaluating MPD. Experiments show that F1
and CPCQ scores are significantly higher when MPD values are normalized by PV. It is worth
noting here that length ratio is squared in all CPC formulas; this adds weight to the value and
results in a slight overall improvement in clustering quality.
3.5

EXAMPLE
The simple dataset SynD below is clustered using CPC. Ten equivalence classes exist in

SynD (with minimum support count = 2) and can be identified by their MG patterns: EC1: {a1};
EC2: {a2}; EC3: {a3}; EC4: {a4}; EC5: {a5}; EC6: {a6}; EC7: {b1}; EC8: {b2}; EC9: {b3}; EC10: {b4}.
We can intuitively see that the given clustering is the best for two clusters C1 and C2 since it is
the only one in which C1 and C2 have no items in common. Notice that mutual patterns only
exist for the matching tuple sets of patterns contained in the same cluster (e.g. {a2} overlaps
mat({b1}) and mat({b2}), {a5} overlaps mat({b3}) and mat({b4}), etc.), and no mutual patterns
exist between C1 and C2.
When constructing C1 and C2, the seed patterns could be any pair of patterns from
separate clusters in this case because the MPD value would be zero for each pair. Suppose {a1}
and {a6} are chosen as seeds. Then, {a2} would be added to G1(C1) (currently defined by {{a1}})
because |mat({a1}) ∩ mat({a2})| = 0 (i.e. diversity is high) and mat({a1})'s only overlapping
pattern, {b1}, is a mutual pattern of mat({a1}) and mat({a2}), making MPD({a1},{a2}) the highest
11

MPD value for C1. Similarly, {a5} would be added to G1(C2), and so on. When completed, G1(C1)
= {{a1}, {a2}, {a3}} and G1(C2) = {{a4}, {a5}, {a6}}, and tuples are assigned to clusters as shown in
the table. Also notice that {{b1}, {b2}} and {{b3}, {b4}} are additional diversified CP groups for C1
and C2, respectively. So, each pattern is a member of a CP group, each CP group covers all
tuples in its cluster, and the CPCQ score is maximized.
Table 1. SynD and its CPC clustering

tuple ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

3.6

A1
a1
a1
a2
a2
a3
a3
a4
a4
a5
a5
a6
a6

A2
b1
b1
b1
b2
b2
b2
b3
b3
b3
b4
b4
b4

cluster ID
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C1
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2

MPD DEFINITION

Formally, MPD is defined in terms of patterns P1 and P2 as follows:
𝑋

𝑀𝑃𝐷 𝑃1 , 𝑃2 =

𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃1 ∩ 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑋 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃2 ∩ 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑋
∗
𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑋
𝑃𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃1

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑋

2

∗ 𝑃𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃2

In this formula, X is a mutual pattern of mat(P1) and mat(P2), and |mat(P1) ∩ mat(P2)| is
assumed to be very small. This definition reflects the properties described in the previous
sections. A mutual pattern is given more weight if it has a high item length ratio, high overlap
with mat(P1), high overlap with mat(P2), and low overlap with (D – (mat(P1) ∪ mat(P2))). In
addition, MPD values are higher if a larger portion of the patterns overlapping (mat(P1) ∪
mat(P2)) are mutual patterns.
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MPD for a pattern P and pattern set PS must also be defined since patterns are to be
scored with clusters, represented by pattern sets. MPD(P,PS) can be defined similarly to
MPD(P1,P2):
𝑋

𝑀𝑃𝐷 𝑃, 𝑃𝑆 =

𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃 ∩ 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑋 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃𝑆 ∩ 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑋
∗
𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑋
𝑃𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃

𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑋

2

∗ 𝑃𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃𝑆

In this formula, mat(PS) = ⋃P {mat(P) | P ∈ PS}. Evaluating MPD is computationally expensive in
both cases, so we precompute |mat(P1) ∩ mat(P2)| for each pair of patterns (P1,P2), as well as
PV(mat(P)) for each pattern P. To make use of these precomputed values in MPD(P,PS),
MPD(P,PS) is approximated heuristically as the weighted average of all values in the set {MPD(P,
Pi) | Pi ∈ PS}, weighted by PV(mat(Pi)):
𝑀𝑃𝐷 𝑃, 𝑃𝑆 ≈

𝑀𝑃𝐷 𝑃, 𝑃𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃𝑖
𝑃𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃𝑖

𝑃𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑆

𝑃𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑆

Given K clusters C1,…,CK, each represented by a pattern set G1(Ci), this approximation allows
MPD(P, G1(Ci)) to be stored for each (P,Ci) pair and updated as necessary by computing only
MPD(P,Padded), where Padded is the pattern last added to G1(Ci). These changes significantly
reduce execution time (typically by two orders of magnitude in our experiments) without
significantly changing results. However, precomputing |mat(P1) ∩ mat(P2)| significantly
increases memory use. Excessive memory use is avoided by ignoring patterns with the lowest
item length ratios.
3.7

THE CPC ALGORITHM
CPC uses MPD to construct clusters bottom-up on the basis of patterns. After frequent

patterns have been mined from the dataset to be clustered, a set of seed patterns is chosen
based on low MPD values to initially define the set CS of K clusters, {C1,…,CK}. At this point, each
Ci ∈ CS is represented by the singleton set of patterns, G1(Ci). Then, patterns with very small
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overlap with each current cluster are added to G1(Ci) based on high MPD values with their target
clusters. To refine the clusters, G1(Ci) is fixed, and each remaining pattern is added to the
pattern set PS(Ci) ⊇ G1(Ci), based on its tuple overlap with G1(Ci). Tuples are finally assigned to
clusters based on the clusters associated with their matching patterns. In list form, these steps
are:
1. Find K seed patterns, one for each cluster.
2. Add diversified patterns based on MPD values, forming a CP group G1 for each cluster.
3. Add remaining patterns to the pattern sets of the clusters based on tuple overlap.
4. Assign tuples to clusters based on their matching patterns.
These steps are illustrated in Figure 3 and described in detail in the next sections.

Figure 3. CPC algorithm steps

3.7.1

STEP 1: FIND SEED PATTERNS
A set SS of seed patterns is defined as K patterns for which the maximum MPD value

between any two is low. Exhaustively searching each possible set is very expensive, so a
heuristic is used: a fixed number of seed sets meeting an overlap constraint is selected at
random and scored by the maximum MPD value between any two patterns of a set. A set SSbest
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with the lowest score is chosen. Then, the algorithm refines SSbest by iterating through each
pattern Si in SSbest, and replacing Si with a pattern P having the best improvement over Si; this is
repeated until no seed pattern is replaced after a cycle. Pseudocode for this step is shown in
Figure 4. This method can be replaced by other seed set initialization methods.
Input: K: the number of clusters; PS: the set of mined patterns; M: the number of randomly
generated seed sets
Output: SS: the set of seed patterns
// Select initial seed set
Randomly generate M unique K-size seed sets, each set SScand = {S1 … SK}, satisfying:
|mat(Si)| ≥ median support count in PS for 1 ≤ i ≤ K;
|mat(Si) ∩ mat(Sj)| ≤ threshold * min(|mat(Si)|,|mat(Sj)|) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K;
Let SSmin be a seed set among these sets minimizing max{MPD(Si,Sj) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ K};
// Refine seeds
REPEAT // Find best replacement for each seed pattern
FOR i = 1 to K, DO
Let PScand be the set of all patterns in PS satisfying:
|mat(P)| ≥ median support count in PS;
|mat(P) ∩ mat(Sj)| ≤ threshold * min(|mat(P)|,|mat(Sj)|)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ K and j ≠ i;
Find a pattern P in PScand minimizing max{MPD(P,Sj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ K ∧ j ≠ i};
IF max{MPD(P,Sj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ K ∧ j ≠ i} < max{MPD(Si,Sj) | 1 ≤ j ≤ K ∧ j ≠ i} THEN
Replace Si with P;
END IF;
END FOR;
UNTIL no improving replacement seed is found for any Si after a complete FOR loop;
Mark each seed as "used" in PS;
RETURN SSmin.
Figure 4. CPC step 1 pseudocode

In our implementation, at most M = 2 * 10K+3 sets are generated, and the value for threshold is
0.05/(K-1). Also, only patterns with support counts of at least the median support count are
considered; this forces each seed to cover a more significant portion of its cluster without
excessively reducing the number of candidate seeds.
3.7.2

STEP 2: ADD DIVERSIFIED CONTRAST PATTERNS TO G1
This step creates a CP group for each cluster Ci by adding diversified patterns to each

cluster. A pattern is a candidate only if its overlap with each cluster's matching tuple set is
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under a threshold. The candidate P associated with the highest MPD(P,G1(Ci)) value is then
added to G1(Ci), and the process repeats until no candidates are found after an iteration.
Although a low MPD(P,G1(Cj)) value for each Cj ≠ Ci is also desired, a high MPD(P,G1(Ci)) value
implies this since a large portion of patterns overlapping mat(P) must be high-quality mutual
patterns of mat(P) and mat(G1(Ci)). The pseudocode for this step is shown in Figure 5.
Input: K; PS; SS
Output: G1 of the K clusters
FOR i = 1 to K, let G1(Ci) = {Si}; // Initially define CS from SS
WHILE (not all patterns in PS are used), DO // Patterns are marked "used" in the previous step
Let PScand be the set of all unused patterns in PS satisfying:
|mat(P) ∩ Ci| ≤ threshold * min(|mat(P)|,|Ci|) for 1 ≤ i ≤ K;
Let Pbest = argmaxP MPD(P,G1(Ci)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ K; // P ranges PScand
Let Cmax = argmaxC MPD(Pbest,G1(C));
IF (MPD(Pbest, Cmax) > 0) THEN
G1(Cmax) = G1(Cmax) ∪ {Pbest};
Mark Pbest as "used" in PS;
ELSE BREAK;
END WHILE;
RETURN G1(C1),…,G1(CK).
Figure 5. CPC step 2 pseudocode

In our experiments, the value for threshold is 0.05. Note that only one pattern is added per
iteration, and the gaining cluster depends only on the highest MPD value among the candidates;
two or more patterns can be added consecutively to a single cluster.
3.7.3

STEP 3: ADD REMAINING PATTERNS BASED ON TUPLE OVERLAP
Although the patterns of G1 of each cluster can cover the entire dataset, undecided and

disputed tuples will most likely exist. To assign them to clusters, this step considers all patterns
not yet assigned. This should not be confused with adding more patterns to G1(C); in this step,
patterns are added to the pattern set PS(C), which is a superset of G1(C). Each of these patterns
is added according to its maximum Normalized Tuple Overlap (NTO) with a cluster C:
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𝑁𝑇𝑂(𝑃, 𝐶) =

𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃 ∩ 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝐺1 𝐶

∗

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃

2

𝑃𝑉 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝐺1 𝐶

NTO favors the cluster C in which P represents the largest portion of its PV(mat(G1(C))) value.
That is, clusters with higher PV(mat(G1(C))) values are more likely to share tuples with P, so NTO
values are weighted against those clusters. If a pattern's highest NTO value is not unique, it is
not assigned. Pseudocode is shown in Figure 6.
Input: K; CS: the set of K clusters represented by G1(C1),…,G1(CK)
Output: The pattern sets, PS(C1),…,PS(CK), of the clusters
FOR i = 1 to K, let PS(Ci) = G1(Ci);
FOR each unused pattern P in PS, DO
IF there is a unique Cbest maximizing NTO(P,C) THEN
Let PS(Cbest) = PS(Cbest) ∪ {P};
Mark P as "used" in PS;
END IF;
END FOR;
RETURN PS(C1),…,PS(CK).
Figure 6. CPC step 3 pseudocode

3.7.4

STEP 4: ASSIGN TUPLES
Once every pattern is assigned to a cluster's pattern set, individual tuples can be

assigned to clusters based on weights assigned to each of their matching patterns. These
weights favor patterns with higher item length ratios and higher NTO with their home clusters
compared to other clusters. The weight for each pattern P ∈ PS(C) is defined as:
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑃 =

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃

2

∗

𝑁𝑇𝑂 𝑃, 𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑂1 − 𝑁𝑇𝑂(𝑃, 𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑂2 )
𝐶𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝑆
𝐶𝑖 𝑁𝑇𝑂 𝑃, 𝐶𝑖

Here, CNTO1 and CNTO2 respectively denote the clusters with the highest and second-highest
NTO(P,C) for pattern P. Note that P has already been assigned to CNTO1. The score for a cluster C
for tuple T is the sum of these weights:
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝐶, 𝑇 =

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑃
𝑃
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𝑃 ∈ 𝑃𝑆(𝐶) ∧ 𝑇 ∈ 𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑃

If the highest score is not unique, the tuple can be assigned later by another method, such as
Naïve Bayes classification; since this rarely happens, we do not specify a particular method. This
score is calculated for all tuples, including those matching patterns from G1 of each cluster,
because it is possible for a CP to match a number of tuples from another cluster. Those tuples
will likely share more patterns with their home clusters, so this step can reassign them.
Pseudocode is shown in Figure 7.
Input: D: the dataset; CS: the set of K clusters represented by PS(C1),…,PS(CK)
Output: Clustering: a mapping of tuples to clusters
FOR i = 1 to |D|, DO
IF there is a unique cluster Cbest maximizing score(C,Ti) THEN Clustering[Ti] = Cbest;
ELSE Clustering[Ti] = undef; // or use another classification method
END FOR;
RETURN Clustering.
Figure 7. CPC step 4 pseudocode
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4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Our experiments used the synthetic dataset SynD from the example and four real
datasets from the UCI Repository [3]. Three other clustering algorithms were used to generate
clusterings for comparison. The quality of each clustering is measured both by its CPCQ score
and its overall F1 score with respect to the expert-provided classes. We note that high CPCQ
scores often coincide with high F1 scores, reconfirming the value of the CPCQ index for
situations in which expert-defined classes are not available.
4.1

DATASETS AND CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
The four datasets from the UCI Repository are Mushroom (8124 tuples, 22 attributes,

and two classes), SPECT Heart (267 tuples, 22 attributes, and two classes), Molecular Biology
splice-junction gene sequences (3190 tuples, 60 attributes, and 3 classes), and Molecluar
Biology promoter gene sequences (106 tuples, 58 attributes, and 2 classes).
The three clustering algorithms used for comparison are Expectation Maximization
(EM), Simple K-Means (SKM), and FarthestFirst (FF). For each of these algorithms, we used
WEKA's implementation [4], which can automatically handle categorical attributes. EM uses K
probability distributions to represent K clusters [5]. WEKA's EM implementation has four
parameters: maximum number of iterations (I), number of clusters (K), minimum standard
deviation (M), and a random-number seed (S). SKM finds K centroids to represent K clusters [6].
WEKA's SKM implementation has three parameters: maximum number of iterations (I), number
of clusters (K), and a random-number seed (S). FarthestFirst (FF) is a fast variant of SKM. It
selects K tuples which are farthest from each other, instead of K random tuples, as the initial
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centroids [7]. WEKA's FF implementation takes two parameters: number of clusters (K) and a
random-number seed (S).
4.2

CPC PARAMETERS
Our implementation of CPC takes three parameters: minimum support threshold

(minS), number of clusters (K), and maximum number of patterns to consider (maxP). Since CPC
begins by mining frequent patterns, a minimum support threshold must be specified. A higher
minS value expectedly results in faster execution as well as a smaller memory footprint. In
terms of clustering quality, experiments indicate that the ideal range for minS depends on the
dataset size. In the largest dataset, Mushroom (8124 tuples), the highest F1 scores were roughly
obtained when minS was in the range 0.001 - 0.1. In the smallest dataset, Promoter (106
tuples), the highest F1 scores were obtained when minS was in the range 0.15 - 0.2.
While a higher minS value can limit execution time and memory use, it should only be
used in conjunction with a quality measure such as CPCQ to obtain an optimal clustering. For
scalability, the maxP parameter is added to significantly reduce memory use and execution time
when a large number of patterns are present. Given a value for maxP, CPC finds the highest
length ratio threshold that at least maxP patterns meet, and any patterns with lower length
ratios are ignored. Then, among patterns not ignored, those with the lowest length ratio are
randomly selected to ignore until only maxP remain. If a pattern is ignored, there is no need
include it when precomputing and storing tuple-overlap or PV values, which reduces memory
use. Theoretically, there may be an optimal value for maxP since both a larger number of
patterns and higher length ratios are desired. By default, all patterns are considered in our
implementation; this is the case in all experiments unless stated otherwise.
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4.3

EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
Unless stated otherwise, the following settings are used in all experiments: The value

for K is the same as the number of expert-determined classes. For EM, maxI=100 and M=1*10-6,
and for SKM, maxI=500 (WEKA's default value for each). Also, for EM, SKM, and FF, only results
for seed values 1-4 are shown. This is done for space, but we found these configurations to well
represent these algorithms for each dataset. Finally, CPCQ has two parameters: minimum
support threshold (minS) and maximum number of CP groups (N). N=5 is used in all datasets,
and a reasonable value for minS is used for each dataset, depending on its size.
4.4

SYND DATASET
We first show EM, SKM, and FF clusterings for the example dataset SynD used in chapter

3. Each of these algorithms creates a different clustering. These clusterings and their CPCQ
scores are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. SynD clusterings and CPCQ scores

tuple ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

A1

A2

a1
b1
a1
b1
a2
b1
a2
b2
a3
b2
a3
b2
a4
b3
a4
b3
a5
b3
a5
b4
a6
b4
a6
b4
CPCQ: minS=0.33

CPC
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2.16
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cluster ID
EM
SKM
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1.25
1.18

FF
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1.18

4.5

MUSHROOM DATASET
Results for the Mushroom dataset are shown in Table 3. The attributes in this dataset

describe 22 characteristics of 8124 mushrooms, and there are two classes: edible and
poisonous. Clusterings are sorted by F1 score, highest first. Also, an asterisk before a
clustering's description (e.g. *FF: S=3) means its F1 score is not based on a one-to-one mapping
of class labels (i.e. one cluster is the best match for both expert classes).
Table 3. Mushroom F1 and CPCQ scores

Clustering

F1 Score

CPCQ: minS=0.01

Expert
CPC: minS=0.05
CPC: minS=0.02
EM: S=1~4
CPC: minS=0.04
CPC: minS=0.06
SKM: S=1
CPC: minS=0.07
CPC: minS=0.03
FF: S=2
SKM: S=4
*FF: S=3
*FF: S=1
*FF: S=4
SKM: S=2
*SKM: S=3

1.000
0.897
0.897
0.896
0.894
0.892
0.891
0.887
0.867
0.860
0.823
0.664
0.644
0.624
0.611
0.562

47.8
43.3
44.4
42.4
44.6
44.6
33.3
44.4
38.0
23.3
29.4
34.5
18.2
21.7
38.8
31.3

Although F1 scores for CPC clusterings are not always higher than those for the other algorithms,
CPCQ scores are highest for five of the six CPC clusterings, excluding the expert clustering.
4.6

SPECT HEART DATASET
The SPECT Heart dataset is an example of image data that has been preprocessed into

categorical attributes (the preprocessed data is available at UCI). Each of 267 cardiac SPECT
images was processed to extract 44 features, which were further processed to obtain 22 binary
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attributes (partial diagnoses) [8]. There are two classes: normal and abnormal. F1 and CPCQ
scores are shown in Table 4.
For this dataset, memory use for CPC was too high for our test machine without a maxP
limit. We therefore tried several maxP values for a single minS value (minS=0.07) and chose the
maxP value resulting in the highest CPCQ score: 15,000.
Table 4. SPECT Heart F1 and CPCQ scores

Clustering
Expert
CPC: minS=0.08, maxP=15k
CPC: minS=0.07, maxP=15k
CPC: minS=0.05, maxP=15k
CPC: minS=0.06, maxP=15k
CPC: minS=0.1, maxP=15k
CPC: minS=0.09, maxP=15k
*FF: S=2
*SKM: S=2
EM: S=1~4
*FF: S=4
*SKM: S=3,4
*SKM: S=1
*FF: S=1
*FF: S=3

F1 Score
1.000
0.832
0.831
0.827
0.801
0.800
0.797
0.667
0.661
0.652
0.650
0.628
0.617
0.614
0.588

CPCQ: minS=0.1
1.04
2.11
2.91
2.58
2.80
2.56
2.51
1.51
1.76
2.25
2.18
2.11
1.46
1.51
1.34

We note that, in the original study, the CLIP3 supervised learning algorithm generated
rules that were 84% accurate with respect to cardiologist diagnoses (i.e. the expert clustering).
In comparison, the most accurate CPC clusterings above (in terms of Number Correct / Total) are
minS=0.07 and minS=0.05, each with 83%.
Interestingly, the expert clustering is the worst in terms of CPCQ score, but the CPC
clusterings, which are the most accurate with respect to the expert clustering, have the five
highest CPCQ scores.
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4.7

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (SPLICE JUNCTION GENE SEQUENCES) DATASET
Results for the Molecular Biology splice junction gene sequences dataset are shown in

Table 5. In this dataset, each tuple represents a sequence of 60 DNA bases, and three classes
represent the existence of an exon/intron boundary, an intron/exon boundary, or neither. For
minS=0.04 and 0.03, CPC's memory use was too high for our test machine. Very few patterns in
this dataset have length ratios above 1.0, so an optimal maxP value is unlikely to exist. Instead,
maxP was set to a reasonably high value (40,000) for these cases.
Table 5. Splice F1 and CPCQ scores

Clustering
Expert
CPC: minS=0.03, maxP=40k
CPC: minS=0.06
CPC: minS=0.07
CPC: minS=0.04, maxP=40k
CPC: minS=0.05
CPC: minS=0.08
EM: S=1~4
*FF: S=1
*FF: S=3
*FF: S=2
*FF: S=4
*SKM: S=4
SKM: S=3
SKM: S=1
*SKM: S=2

4.8

F1 Score
1.000
0.931
0.930
0.913
0.908
0.902
0.894
0.735
0.489
0.479
0.448
0.437
0.432
0.428
0.422
0.399

CPCQ: minS=0.04
0.783
0.455
0.522
0.522
0.378
0.430
0.706
0.145
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.102
0.084
0.000
0.000

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (PROMOTER GENE SEQUENCES) DATASET
Results for the Molecular Biology promoter gene sequences dataset are shown in Table

6. In this dataset, each tuple represents a sequence of 57 DNA bases, and two classes indicate a
promoter or non-promoter instance.
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Table 6. Promoter F1 and CPCQ scores

Clustering
Expert
CPC: minS=0.17
CPC: minS=0.16
CPC: minS=0.18
CPC: minS=0.15
CPC: minS=0.2
CPC: minS=0.19
EM: S=4
SKM: S=2
SKM: S=4
FF: S=2
EM: S=2
FF: S=4
SKM: S=1
*EM: S=3
*EM: S=1
*FF: S=3
*SKM: S=3
*FF: S=1

4.9

F1 Score
1.000
0.934
0.915
0.876
0.848
0.846
0.846
0.762
0.747
0.747
0.633
0.630
0.606
0.584
0.579
0.562
0.547
0.543
0.543

CPCQ: minS=0.2
2.07
2.02
1.83
1.96
2.21
2.62
2.62
1.48
1.67
1.10
0.66
1.38
0.84
1.54
1.64
1.97
0.33
0.87
0.67

EFFECT OF PATTERN LIMIT ON EXECUTION TIME AND MEMORY USE
CPC's execution time is heavily dependent on the number of patterns considered. We

show the relationship in Figure 8 using the Mushroom dataset with minS=0.01 and maxP
increasing from 5,000 to 40,000 in increments of 2,500. These tests were run using a 2.4 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo processor, though our current implementation is not multi-threaded. The
times shown include all computations: frequent pattern mining, precomputing tuple overlap
and PV, and clustering.
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Execution Time (min:sec)
43:12
36:00
28:48
21:36
14:24
07:12
00:00

Number of Patterns Considered
Figure 8. Execution time: Mushroom, minS=0.01

Memory use is also heavily dependent on the number of patterns, since a precomputed tupleoverlap value is stored for each pair of patterns. This data is shown in Figure 9 for the same
experiment. For maxP < 17,500, the frequent pattern miner (FP-Growth) required more
memory than CPC.

Peak Memory Use (MB)
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

Number of Patterns Considered
Figure 9. Memory use: Mushroom, minS=0.01
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Despite CPC's potentially high memory use, the number of patterns considered can be limited
without necessarily decreasing clustering quality. This is shown in the next section, in which the
F1 and CPCQ scores are shown for the same dataset and parameters. Alternatively, we can
reduce memory use by implementing CPC without precomputing tuple overlap. This causes CPC
to use less memory than FP-Growth for every maxP value under the same conditions; execution
time, however, is roughly 50 times higher.
4.10

EFFECT OF PATTERN LIMIT ON CLUSTERING QUALITY
As stated in section 4.2, the maxP parameter is added for scalability, but it can also have

an effect on clustering quality since it affects both the number of patterns and the minimum
length ratio. We use the SPECT Heart and Mushroom datasets to demonstrate this using F1 and
CPCQ scores. For SPECT Heart, the value for minS was fixed at 0.07 while the value for maxP
was increased from 5,000 to 40,000 in increments of 2,500. Its results are shown in Figure 10.
For this dataset, 686,207 patterns are present for minS=0.07 without a pattern limit, indicating
that a high-quality clustering is possible even when a small fraction of a dataset's patterns are
considered.
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
CPCQ / 3

0.4

F₁ Score

0.2
0

Number of Patterns Considered
Figure 10. Effect of pattern limit on F1 and CPCQ scores: SPECT Heart
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Figure 11 shows the F1 and CPCQ scores from the tests on the Mushroom dataset used in the
previous section. In this case, the trend shows no significant change in clustering quality as
maxP is decreased, again indicating a high degree of scalability.
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

CPCQ / 50
F₁ Score

Number of Patterns Considered
Figure 11. Effect of maxP on F1 and CPCQ scores: Mushroom

4.11

EFFECT OF PATTERN VOLUME ON CLUSTERING QUALITY
As stated in section 3.4, consideration of PV significantly increases clustering quality.

This is shown in Table 7, using F1 scores for the Mushroom and Splice datasets. In this table,
three sets of F1 scores are shown. The first set represents what we did in the CPC algorithm. In
the second set, each PV value was replaced with 1.0 to effectively ignore it. In the third set,
each PV value was replaced with the tuple count of its argument (i.e. PV(TS) = |TS|); this
method may be more intuitive since, like using PV, it prevents a pattern's support from
significantly affecting its MPD values. Although this method sometimes results in high-quality
clusterings, it is less consistent overall.
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Table 7. Effect of PV on F1 scores: Mushroom, Splice

Dataset

Mushroom

Splice

minS=
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03

no change in PV
0.887
0.892
0.897
0.894
0.867
0.897
0.894
0.913
0.930
0.902
0.908
0.931

F1 Score
PV = 1.0
0.633
0.616
0.622
0.596
0.647
0.655
0.494
0.520
0.486
0.421
0.491
0.559

PV(TS) = |TS|
0.893
0.691
0.640
0.638
0.893
0.896
0.535
0.538
0.508
0.501
0.464
0.517

CPCQ scores for the above tests using the Mushroom dataset are shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Effect of PV on CPCQ score: Mushroom

minS=
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02

CPCQ: minS=0.01
no change in PV PV = 1.0 PV(TS) = |TS|
44.4
31.3
44.8
44.6
34.5
27.0
43.3
35.7
33.3
44.6
41.7
32.8
38.0
29.4
44.4
44.4
27.0
44.6
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5. RELATED WORKS
In this chapter, we discuss other methods for clustering data without a user-provided
distance function, focusing on those dealing with categorical data. Of the algorithms used in our
results for comparison, Expectation Maximization is the only one naturally capable of handling
discrete-valued attributes, as it is based on probability distributions. For Simple K-Means and
Farthest First, an item-matching or probability function can be used in place of their usual
distance functions. Other algorithms, such as those described below, are specifically designed
for categorical data. We briefly review six of these: ROCK, CLOPE, FIHC, COOLCAT, sIB, and
LIMBO. Of these, only implementations of FIHC and CLOPE were available at the time of this
writing (CLOPE is implemented in WEKA). However, as FIHC is designed for clustering multiple
documents, it is not directly applicable to the datasets used in our experiments. CLOPE's
clusterings were inaccurate unless the number of clusters produced was different from the
number of expert-provided classes, so we did not include it in our results.
RObust Clustering using linKs (ROCK) [9] measures the similarity between tuples T1 and
T2 by focusing on the number of "links" – tuples sharing items with both T1 and T2 – between
them rather than their direct similarity. Clusters are formed hierarchically by merging smaller
clusters (initially single tuples) having the strongest links until K clusters exist. ROCK requires a
user-defined similarity threshold θ and dataset-specific function f(θ), but reasonable estimates
for each can be used.
Clustering with sLOPE (CLOPE) [10] tries to increase the intra-cluster overlapping of
items by creating histograms of each cluster, with items as the x-axis and occurrences as the y30

axis, and increasing their height-to-width ratios. CLOPE builds an initial clustering in one scan to
maximize this scoring criterion and then performs iterative refinements with additional scans.
Rather than having a parameter K for the number of clusters, CLOPE only takes a "repulsion"
parameter to control the intra-cluster similarity.
Frequent Itemset Hierarchical Clustering (FIHC) [11] uses frequent itemsets for
hierarchical document clustering. FIHC is based on the idea that documents under the same
topic should share a set of common words. FIHC is similar to CPC in that it makes use of
frequent patterns, though it does not consider the internal quality (i.e. length ratio) or diversity
of these patterns.
COOLCAT [12] is an entropy-based algorithm for clustering categorical data. It begins
with a sampling of tuples and finds K tuples to initially represent K clusters. Then, remaining
tuples are added to clusters to minimize the increase in entropy at each step.
The sequential Information Bottleneck (sIB) algorithm [13] also uses entropy
minimization for clustering categorical data. sIB begins with a random clustering of size K and
randomly selects tuples for reassignment to reduce entropy. This process stops after a given
number of loops or if sufficiently many tuple reassignments result in no change in class label.
This repeats for a number of random cluster initializations, and the clustering having the lowest
entropy is chosen.
ScaLable InforMation BOttleneck (LIMBO) [14] is based on the predecessor to sIB,
Agglomerative Information Bottleneck, an agglomerative hierarchical algorithm that minimizes
information loss as clusters are merged. LIMBO produces a summary model for the data for
scalability; the size or accuracy of the model can be specified to compromise between cluster
quality and performance.
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we discuss topics that deserve more attention but, for brevity, were not
included in previous chapters. These include alternative approaches to cluster construction,
discussions on diversity, and a discussion on MPD values.
6.1

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO CLUSTER CONSTRUCTION
Given the indirect relationship between CPCQ and MPD, there may be alternative, more

direct approaches to constructing high-CPCQ clusterings. However, the need for MPD in finding
seed patterns may remain for a bottom-up, pattern-based approach. This is due to the problem
of distinguishing between the relationship of CPs from separate clusters and that of diversified
CPs from the same cluster. While a solution to this problem (MPD) lends itself to building CP
groups after finding seed patterns, other approaches to building CP groups may nonetheless be
possible once seed patterns are found. For example, multiple CP groups could be built for each
cluster. Also, a scoring method that more directly considers the tuple- and item-diversities of
the current clusters may be possible. One of the main challenges for such a scoring method may
be efficiency since this method would consider the tuple- and item-overlaps of each candidate
pattern with each CP group of each current cluster. Also, this scoring method, like MPD, may
need to ensure coherence in each cluster; it should not be possible to "split" a cluster without
significantly lowering the cluster's overall score. These problems would need careful
consideration for CPCQ-like scoring, but a well thought-out solution may result in higher-CPCQ
clusterings. For simplicity, CPC does not take this approach, but it is a possibility for future
research.
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6.2

TUPLE DIVERSITY
Although CPC is designed to maximize the CPCQ score, it only explicitly enforces tuple

diversity in one CP group, G1(C), of each cluster C. However, as explained in chapter 3,
MPD(P1,P2) assumes patterns P1 and P2 to be members of the same CP group, and the mutual
patterns contributing to each MPD(P1,P2) value are the potential CPs of additional CP groups.
Because MPD gives more weight to mutual patterns having high overlap with mat(P1), high
overlap with mat(P2), and low overlap with (D - (mat(P1) ∪ mat(P2))), the highest contributions to
any MPD(P1,P2) value are from CPs whose tuple sets are most similar to (mat(P1) ∪ mat(P2)).
This not only maximizes the connection between each pair of patterns in G1(C), but also
promotes tuple diversity in the additional CP groups since the tuple set (mat(P1) ∪ mat(P2)) is
very different for each pair of patterns (P1,P2). Furthermore, this does not discourage mutual
patterns with higher supports since they provide connections among a greater number of CPs in
G1(C).
6.3

ITEM DIVERSITY
Item diversity is also not explicitly enforced in CPC. However, given a set of mutual

patterns with large average pairwise tuple overlap, which is typically the case when evaluating
MPD, a higher total number of mutual patterns indicates that an item-diversified subset is more
likely to exist. To this extent, inter-group item diversity is promoted. A more direct way of
promoting item diversity is to substitute the scoring formula for adding patterns to G1(Ci) in step
2 (currently MPD(P,G1(Ci))) with the following:
𝑀𝑃𝐷(𝑃, 𝐺1 𝐶𝑖 )
1+

𝑋 𝑜𝑣𝑖(𝑃, 𝑋)

+

𝑃𝑗

𝑋 𝑜𝑣𝑖(𝑃𝑗 , 𝑋)

𝑃𝑗 ∈ 𝐺1 𝐶𝑖

𝐺1 𝐶𝑖

In this formula, ovi(P,X) is the average pairwise item overlap among the MG patterns between
the ECs associated with mat(P) and mat(X). Due to the expense of computing the average
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pairwise item overlap among all mutual patterns, only the item overlaps between X and
patterns of ({P} ∪ G1(Ci)) are considered here. Experiments show that this scoring method often
results in lower CPCQ scores, but we include it here as an option. One reason for this method's
lower scores may be that pairwise item overlap becomes less meaningful when evaluated for all
patterns in a tuple set. CPCQ scores, in contrast, are based on a diversified subset of these
patterns.
6.4

CHAIN CONNECTIONS THROUGH MUTUAL PATTERNS
CPC currently considers patterns P1 and P2 to be connected only if their matching tuple

sets are overlapped by a significant number of mutual patterns. Potentially, this is a weakness
when finding seed patterns because P1 and P2 may be members of the same cluster and
connected only indirectly through a third pattern P3. That is, MPD(P1,P3) and MPD(P3,P2) may be
high while MPD(P1,P2) is low. There may even be two or more intermediate patterns required to
connect P1 and P2. Properly considering these chain connections may improve results in certain
cases, but it would significantly increase execution time. Also, it is not clear how these
connections should be weighed when evaluating MPD. For these reasons, we do not consider
chain connections in CPC.
6.5

DISCUSSION ON MPD VALUES
Although MPD values are important to CPC, we note that they are only meaningful in

the context of a particular dataset and a particular minimum support threshold. Lower
minimum support thresholds result in lower MPD values, on average. This is partly because
more patterns are mined when the minimum support threshold is lower, which typically raises
the average PV value and therefore lowers the average MPD value. Also, during step 2 of CPC
(adding patterns to G1(C)), MPD values are usually lower for patterns added later. This
difference is expected since patterns having the highest MPD values with current clusters are
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added first. However, this difference is significantly smaller when the minimum support
threshold is lower. This may be because patterns with lower supports are less meaningful,
causing connections (in which these patterns are the mutual patterns) to be more randomized;
this would result in lower MPD values as well smaller differences between high and low MPD
values.
Also worth discussion is maximum possible value of MPD(P1,P2), which decreases as
PV(mat(P1)) * PV(mat(P2)) increases. Even if all patterns overlapping (mat(P1) ∪ mat(P2)) are
high-quality mutual patterns of mat(P1) and mat(P2), there can be higher MPD values for
patterns having lower PV values. This may seem to require normalization so that the range of
MPD is independent of PV, for example by using the square root of each PV value in MPD.
However, doing this lowers F1 and CPCQ scores. The reason may be that the mutual patterns
connecting P1 and P2 become less significant as a larger portion of the dataset's patterns overlap
mat(P1) and mat(P2). For example, suppose that the matching tuple sets of P1 and P2 are disjoint
but together cover the dataset. Then, any pattern whose tuple set is not a subset of mat(P1) or
mat(P2) would be a mutual pattern connecting P1 and P2, and MPD(P1,P2) would be high in nearly
every such case. With a PV-dependent range, the current MPD formula avoids this problem.
6.6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, we introduced a novel CP-based clustering algorithm and demonstrated its

ability to produce high-CPCQ clusterings as well as recover expert clusterings with relatively high
accuracy. Since CPC is pattern-based, it is well suited to high-dimensional data, naturally scales
well with dataset size, and does not require prior knowledge of a dataset. Future work, in
addition to an alternative scoring method mentioned above, may include adding the ability to
deal with mixed-type attributes and the extraction of useful knowledge from clusters based on
their CPs and MPD- and NTO-values.
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